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Suellen Ocean's Key Genealogy is definitely a "how-to" genealogical reference book for individuals who
want to trace their ancestry back again hundreds, perhaps thousands of years by following historic trails.
European and American surnames and history are discussed in a fun manner even though the publication
weaves through the significant topics of the Inquisition, the Diaspora, Slave Trading and Key Societies.
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Ok, though an excessive amount of unfounded thoughts Interesting read, however, We put it straight
down after having find out about fifty percent because there's too many "probablies", possibilies, and so
on. that I don't want these unsubstantiated thoughts generating my ancestry investigations. Still, the clues
have there been, actually if it did consider years to put it all together. Many thanks Suellen for composing
this book. All households keep secrets from succeeding generations, and this book explores some
possibilities. I'd want to know even more, but will probably never be able to prove/record this ancestry.
Thanks to this book, I don't have to feel that I'm simply imagining all of the things I thought about these
ancestors. Been that way since Abraham and Sarah. I don't need a book to inform me that. Verified that
all my assumptions on the subject of my family were correct! I'd highly recommend this publication to
anyone with actually the slightest suspicion! Secret Genealogy Good for any one researching their family.
Quite by accident I discovered what I thought had been Jewish ancestors, but couldn't understand why no
one ever told us. Important work Lucifer really wants to destroy Hebrew people. This is why it was kept
secret. Hint - my parents weren't told much either and these ancestors had been back 250 years and more.
Never the much less, I now know it is there, who they most likely were, and why we weren't told! And
also it hints as to the reasons radical Islam does what they're carrying out today. I'll wager they know
who's who. (post could easily get banned but i don't care, someone has to say before it's too late).I am
pleased someone had the courage and initiative to do this research and make this reference work
available.
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